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1 Introduction
As part of Synergies for Europe’s Research Infrastructures in the Social Sciences (SERISS)
programmers from CentERdata, University of Tilburg have been working with several survey
infrastructures to develop the Translation Management Tool (TMT). The TMT was originally
developed for the Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe (SHARE). Under
SERISS the TMT has been adapted to support other large scale studies that need to
translate survey questionnaires including ESS, EVS and GGP. The program has been
modularized for easier adaptation to other research infrastructures.
The main focus in this task to date was given to updating the TMT to fully support the ESS
TRAPD procedures and make it compatible to work processes of other large socio economic
studies. Furthermore, a communication system was introduced to better streamline and
store relevant information centrally. A redesign of the answer concept was introduced. The
navigation within the tool was upgraded.
The TMT is a web environment that centrally stores translations for large international
multilingual studies. It is highly configurable to be easily integrated into existing work
processes. The TMT is developed in PHP with an underlying MySQL database.
To use the TMT it first needs to be configured with the correct translation workflows, states
and roles. Once this initial setup is done a source questionnaire can be uploaded which has
been designed outside of the system. Various formats are accepted. When the questionnaire
is uploaded, access is provided to actors in the translation process. When translations are
done they can be pushed into other steps within the translation process, which allows for an
annotated meta-data on the translation process.
Real-time testing of the TMT in three ESS countries demonstrated that the ‘team’ or
‘committee’ approach to translation (see Harkness et al. 2004) can be applied using the
TMT. There is room for improvement and, based on the country teams’ feedback, issues
which need to be addressed to make the translation process quicker and more user friendly
within the tool.1 However, based on the ESS experience, the European Values Study
decided to use the TMT as well for their translation for all questionnaires in the upcoming
wave. The Generations and Gender Programme (GPP) is expected to use the tool too in
their upcoming wave.
Since the TMT is configured to support and be integrated into existing workflows it is hard to
explore all features. A video explaining the tool has been made available:
http://seriss.tmt.centerdata.nl/. The documentation of the TMT tool as used by ESS and EVS
is provided in the two appendices to this report.

1.1 Purpose of the tool
The Translation Management Tool (TMT) developed by CentERdata, University of Tilburg,
for use by large international surveys is designed to allow stakeholders - national
coordinators and central coordination teams - to monitor and manage a translation process
more effectively. The TMT has 4 main aims:




1

To better coordinate the translation process of surveys, thus saving time
To collect meta-data on the translation process
To store and report the translations and meta-data in a structured manner.

A full report on the results of the testing is available in Dorer, B. et al (forthcoming)
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To allow for reusability of already translated items, and build translation memories
from these

1.2 Current status
The TMT (and its predecessor Language Management Utility) has been in use since 2004. It
is continuously undergoing improvements to support the challenges, new developments and
trends that come up in the survey industry. To optimally support the studies using the TMT it
was decided to centrally host it and allow access to it as a service. Each survey that uses it
can connect to the version configured at https://[surveyname].tmt.centerdata.nl. This allows
for optimal synergy and a quick response time when technical challenges present
themselves.
As of June 2017, there are versions of the TMT available for the following surveys: SHARE,
ESS, EVS and GGP. All four versions share the same source code. During initialization of
the software the TMT can be adjusted to take account of survey specific requirements in
workflows and processes. For example, the ESS version of the TMT is set up to
accommodate translation following the TRAPD approach.
EVS had already many existing translations from previous round that should be repeated in
the current round, plus a set of languages already had some questions they could import
form the World Values Study. Besides the initial configuration, the creation of imports of
these sources was a big challenge. An excel import was used to set up the source
questionnaire.
For the GGP questionnaire an XML export of the source questionnaire programmed in
Blaise5 was generated. To detect the translatable items, an import was created that parses
this XML document.

1.3 This document
This document provides information on the generic TMT software. It is an introduction for
developers taking over the development or maintenance of the system to learn about its
architecture and design principles. Since the service is alive and being updated when new
trends occur or problems are found and corrected, we refer readers to the online
environment at http://tmt.centerdata.nl/documentation/ for the latest status of the software.
This report details the TMT software specification. It also provides a high level overview of
the system architecture and its in- and outputs. It summarises the field testing the tool has
undergone to date and the further testing required.

1.4 Further information
A video with a basic demonstration of the tool is available online at:
https://seriss.centerdata.nl.

1.5 TMT Definitions, Acronyms and Abbreviations
TMT

Translation Management Tool

LMU

Language Management Utility

EVS

European Values Study

ESS

European Social Survey

SHARE

Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe

GGP

Generations and Gender Programme
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COTS

Commercial Off The Shelf

TRAPD

Translation, Review, Adjudication, Pretesting, and Documentation

2 Software Requirements Specification
2.1 General Requirements
2.1.1 Software Perspective
A key challenge facing all social surveys that operate cross-nationally, is to monitor and
manage the translation process. There is COTS and open source software available to aid
translators with their translations, but these are not tailored to support scientific surveys. The
conceptual meaning of text roles like question texts, interviewer instructions, showcards,
response options and how they link to each other is not defined in these tools. Furthermore,
in these surveys, there is a focus on storing and explaining changes in translations or
feedback of problems found during the translation which could ultimately enforce a change in
the source questionnaire. The challenges presented by the ‘committee’ or ‘team’ approach
or TRAPD, applied by some surveys for producing their translations, is an added complexity.
Translation for multilingual studies need specialised software.
A translation process like TRAPD asks for different versions that can be manipulated
independently of each other, but can also be copied over. The various tasks are performed
by users with different roles.

Figure 1: TRAPD plus external translation quality assessment, as used by the European Social Survey since Round 5
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2.1.2 Software functions
The TMT should collect and manage translation processes for international studies. User
management and specific roles are defined to allow for this. The users should be able to
import, export and edit questionnaires and translations. Management overviews are
available to track the overall translation progress.

The next few pages will explain how the TMT can be configured.
First make sure all languages that need to be translated are already defined in the TMT.

Next, create ‘translations’, which are ‘versions’ for a language within a translation process
and mode.
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For example we have defined three Turkish (Cyprus) ‘translations’ with Translation Process
Elements: Translation1, Translation 2 and Review, all for mode ‘1’ (which is CAPI).

Currently we have defined ‘default’ and ‘trapd’ as translation processes.
Per questionnaire one translation process should be defined. A translation process is a
definition of what translation versions can be used.
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To link translation versions to a questionnaire, you need to go to the ‘Release’ menu. This
allows you to release items to be translated, but also has the option to ‘unpublish’ a version,
for example when the translation is stable and should not change anymore.
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Per questionnaire we define a set of text roles.

In this example, questionnaire 2 has element types 7, 8 and 11, which are Question Texts,
Instruction Texts and Response Options.

Other items can be added via the Edit menu.
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Next we would decide on what statuses are needed. We calculate what available statuses
already apply and if special statuses need to be added to the system for the questionnaire.

Once you import new versions of the source questionnaire, or existing translations from an
external source, you can assign statuses to the (changed) items allowing translators to
easily detect any changes made to the questionnaire.

2.1.3 User Roles and Characteristics
The final step in configuration is to review the roles that need to be available for the
translation process of a questionnaire:
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Per role a definition of the workflow is configured.
Once the roles are defined they can be assigned to users. For a user we can assign multiple
roles in multiple translations for multiple questionnaires:
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The last wave of SHARE supported 42 languages. Since they used the `default` translation
process they only need one `translation` per language which is conducted by multiple users
with different roles per `translation`.
The current translation for EVS needs to be done for 65 languages, using the TRAPD
translation process. We have identified 195 ‘translation’ versions using 820 assignments to
90 users. (This might seem a bit high, but three ‘administrator’ users have assignments on
all `translations`)
By default the TMT has 4 main user roles plus an administrator role with full access and user
rights to enable them to support other users.
Manager – a manager can add new users and assign them to the translation and
can add general and manager notes & tags to the translation.

Translator – a translator can edit the translation and add general and translator
notes & tags

Reviewer – a reviewer can edit the translation and add general and reviewer
notes & tags

Viewer – a viewer cannot edit the translation, but can add general notes & tags

As explained above, this set of roles can be extended, or certain roles can be deactivated, it
depends on the workflow a survey or national team requires. The ESS for example adds an
“adjudicator” role as part of its TRAPD procedures.
For example, users could be assigned as such:
TRAPD role

Draft 1

Draft 2

Review

Adjudication

Program director

manager

manager

manager

manager

Translator 1

translator

Translator 2

Translator

Reviewer

Viewer

Viewer

Reviewer

Adjudicator

Viewer

Viewer

Viewer
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2.1.4 Operating Environment
The TMT is a PHP based web application running on a WAMPP or LAMPP stack

2.1.5 Design and Implementation Constraints
The TMT is designed as a service installed centrally on a website. This allows for optimal
configurability, support and synergy.

2.1.6 User Documentation
For each study the user guide is adapted to optimally explain the specific translation
process, roles, and workflows as well as how to handle the workflow in the TMT tool using
examples from the particular study at hand. Examples for the ESS and EVS can be reviewed
at www.seriss.centerdata.nl.

2.1.7 Assumptions and Dependencies






The TMT does in general not depend on outside libraries.
For some special features, software needs to be installed.
To import Blaise 4.8 questionnaires we need to run an import on a windows system
which has Blaise 4.8 installed with Blaise API.
Exports in Word and Excel should be viewed with Office.
A stable PHP version is mandatory to work correctly.

2.2 External Interface Requirements
2.2.1 User Interfaces
The TMT runs online and can be used in modern web browsers, like Mozilla or Chrome.
There is no need to install anything on the user’s local machine.

2.2.2 Hardware Interfaces
The TMT is set up as a service, there are no hardware requirements to be met for using it.

2.2.3 Software Interfaces
Not relevant.

2.2.4 Communication Interfaces
The TMT communicates to other software using standard export and import formats like DDI
(XML) and GetText. No calls to outside software are needed.

2.3 Other Non-functional Requirements
2.3.1 Performance Requirements
The TMT must be capable of handling multiple users working at the same time. As we have
found out during the ESS experiment, time out should not be set too low.

3 Safety Requirements
The TMT database must be regularly back-upped to avoid loss of translations.

3.1.1 Security Requirements
The TMT does not handle personal data and so data security is not of paramount
importance. However, to protect the integrity of the system we use HTTPS. This protects
intruders from tampering with the communications between the system and users’
browsers. The database management system is restricted to local clients. Users login to the
TMT using encoded passwords. Within the TMT system, top level administrative actions can
only be done by users belonging to the Administrator group.
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3.1.2 Software Quality Attributes
Attributes that should be prioritised when developing the software are:


Reliability - the TMT must work reliably to ensure that data can be input at any time
required;



Usability - the tool must be intuitive to use



Responsiveness - users must be able to enter data in real time;



Interoperability - the tool must be operational in different countries.

4 Usability Specification
An earlier version of the TMT was already in place before this project started. There was no
usability specification defined specifically for the additional features implemented under
SERISS.

5 System Architecture and Design
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 System Overview
The system has a client server architecture where the clients on a pc use a web browser to
interact with the application.

5.1.2 Design Constraints
The design constraints used for developing the software are:


Import and export of data should happen via a known format useable by different
software tools



The webserver used is limited to Apache



Database support is limited to MySQL



The graphical user interface is created via html with the help of the HTML,CSS and
JavaScript



The PHP guidelines for development are followed.
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5.2 System Architecture
5.2.1 System Hardware Architecture
The current hardware architecture is partitioned in 2 main servers with the following
specifications
1. Apache web server
2. MySQL database server
The apache web server hosts the main system interface. It handles the different data
downloading and uploading actions via https.
The MySQL database server stores the data provided by the web server.

System Software Architecture
The TMT uses a Model View Controller architecture so the application can be more easily
maintained.

5.3 File and Database Design
5.3.1 Database Management System Files
The entities used in the system are:
Entity

Description

answers

The structure of the answer. Could be a scale, integer,
set of, etc.

answer_elements

Response options

archived_elements

Archive translated elements

archived_notes

Archive notes

assignments

Assign users a role within a translation

cache

Storage for view

Configs

Configuration -
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Entity

Description

config_modules

-

Configuration -

config_module_actions_groups

-

Configuration -

config_module_actions_roles

-

Configuration -

elements

Translated elements

elements_modes

Defined modes

element_types

Available element types

events

Events

event_watchers

Event watchers

exporters

List of exporters

files

Files available for download

file_relations

Relations between files

fills

Values for dynamic texts

groups

Grouping of questions

history_elements

Log of previously translated elements

history_questionnaires

Log of questionnaires

importers

Set of importers

labels

Labels used by external tools

languages

Supported languages

messages

Messages

modes

Modes supported in the system, CAPI, CAWI, PAPI etc.

modules

Question container, usually thematically or because of
loops

notes

Notes

note_relations

Interaction of notes

note_types

Types of notes

notifications

Notifications

pagegroups

Types of pages that can be exported

pages

Defined pages
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Entity

Description

procedures

Connect dynamic texts to questions

questionnaires

Set of questionnaires

questionnaire_element_types

Element types available in questionnaire

questions

Questions

question_elements

Translatable elements per question

question_structures

Element types available per question

releases

Published translations

roles

Roles to allow certain right to users

routing_elements

List of imported routing information

showcards

Showcards

statuses

Statuses

statusoverview

Overview

surveys

Surveys defined

system

System settings

table_types

Table Types

tags

Tags are labels messages

tag_relations

Tags allowed per role

tag_types

Type of tags

tools

Tools

totals

Cached number of items per module

translations

Translated version per process_element

translation_processes

Translation processes

translation_process_elements

Available process elements

users

List of users

videos

List of videos

workflows

Roles allowed state changes
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The relations between these entities are shown in the Entity Relationship Diagram available
online at http://seriss.centerdata.nl.

5.4 Human Machine Interface
The TMT builds further on an already existing interface. The translation states can be
configured. The side bar navigation as used in previous versions has moved to a menuheader style navigation. For a full explanation of the functionalities of the tool we refer to the
manuals.

5.4.1 Inputs
New questionnaires and changes to a questionnaire can be uploaded in various
formats.
-

Excel

-

XML

-

Compiled Blaise

5.4.2 Outputs
Export options:
An export to Word; this will give a very basic export to a Word
format, note: this is not a paper and pencil version, but may
come in handy.
An export to Excel; this exports a compiled version of the
translation, it can’t be exported back in, only used for
discussion purposes.
An export to GetText format, gives a ‘label’ style export, ideal
for integration of the translations into a web questionnaire.

5.4.3 Navigation Hierarchy
Here you can select what you want to display.
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Please note: To activate a selected filter or display, you need to click on the “Navigate” button.








Under ‘Questionnaire’ you can select the questionnaire you want to translate. Per
study, multiple questionnaires can be available, for example, each round an adapted
version of the previous questionnaire, or a separate questionnaire in between
rounds.
Under ‘Translations’ you can select one or more translations that were assigned to
you. This allows you to switch between translations, or display multiple versions on
one screen.
Under ‘Modules’ you can choose to select a predefined (themed) subset of
questions, or answers.
Under ‘Status’ you can filter the questions based on their status.

5.5 Detailed Design
A detailed (interactive) design overview is presented at:
http://seriss.centerdata.nl

6 Software Testing
Earlier versions of the tool have been used in the field by SHARE (since 2004),
WageIndicator (since 2014) and the UK’s Understanding Society project (since 2007). New
features were tested by ESS and already used by the EVS.
The main improvements introduced to the TMT as part of the SERISS project are the
introduction of TRAPD, and at the same time allowing other translation processes to exist
within this one system. The mode was introduced to allow for new export features and an
improved communication process was developed to allow for a central location where we
can collect this meta-data. The new functionality was tested by researchers and
programmers in-house. The ESS version of the TMT was also piloted in three countries as
part of preparations for ESS Round 8 (autumn 2016-spring 2017). The results of this testing
are summarised below with more detail provided in a separate report (Dorer et al,
forthcoming).
The introduction of the TMT in ESS yielded a mixed picture: on the one hand the testing goal
– to show that the ‘team’ or ‘committee’ approach can be applied using the TMT – was met.
The ESS translation process is based rigorously on the TRAPD approach, relying on a team
approach, and includes external translation quality checks in the form of verification by the
external service provided cApStAn as well as SQP coding by a team at Universidad Pompeu
Fabra, Barcelona. In 2016/2017, three national teams of the ESS used the TMT for
producing their altogether 4 language versions: Poland translating into Polish, Russian
Federation into Russian and Lithuania into Lithuanian and Russian. In all these language
versions, the entire team approach (TRA in the TRAPD process) was carried out in the TMT,
and in all languages except Polish, also the whole verification process, including all feedback
loops between cApStAn and the ESS, was carried out fully in the TMT; Poland had to stop
using the TMT during the verification process because the national team was under time
www.seriss.eu
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pressure and using the TMT did require more time than the traditional translation setup,
which they could not afford in order to keep their agreed schedule.
There were several issues where this real-time testing by the ESS showed that adaptations
to the TMT are needed before a wider use in the ESS; details will be discussed in a separate
report (Dorer et al, forthcoming).

7 Version Description
The most recent demo of the TMT is available at https://demo.tmt.centerdata.nl. Anyone
interested in finding out more about the tool and its possible application can contact
CentERdata via centerdata@uvt.nl.

7.1 Inventory of Materials Released
The following software is available for exploration:


A demo web version of the TMT at https://demo.tmt.centerdata.nl.



A video with a demonstration at http://seriss.centerdata.nl

7.2 Installation Instructions
The TMT is web-based. No installation or special settings are required to use it.

7.3 Known omissions
There are no known errors in the software.
The introduction of Translation Memories is still something we are looking into, as well as
better integration in the overall questionnaire development process.
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Appendix 2: TMT instructions EVS
See Behr, D., Martens, M., Pennings, S., & Brunori, C. (2017). European Value Survey
(EVS) – Instructions for Using the Translation Management Tool (TMT). Available at
https://seriss.tmt.centerdata.nl
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